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Abstract
Though recent work on product se mantics has shown s ome useful insights and ha s also offe red a
theoretical fra mework t o reflect on decisions on product form, i t has y et t o i nfluence the de sign
approach of st udents and practitio ners. Alienation can b e explained by th e fact th at the th eories
appear reflective and do not provide insights into the creative processes. This paper attempts to fill
these gaps by proposing methods and tools seamlessly integrated with the design process.
Using the acce pted categorization theory as a basi s in product sem antics, the pa per proposes th e
idea of sem antic space, which in turn is based on two s ubordinate spac es. 1) Product category
space, built on W ittgenstein’s ideas of human categorization and gra ded m embership of these
mental const ructs, c omplemented further by El eanor R osch’s i deas of object t axonomy and
features bundle. 2) Product expressions space, also built on her ideas of the role of feature bundles
in perceptual tasks.
Semantic space generates visual insights by analyzing examples mainly from within and also form
outside t he pr oduct cat egory. Thi s space i s creat ed by i nvolving us ers an d so re flects t heir
perceptions. In a way it is designed to defuse the stereotypical perceptions that designers carry by
considering them selves as use

rs. T he sem antic space is constructed systematically and

incrementally during the analytical phase of the design process and runs parallel to normal actions
like data collection and analysis. It reflects the user’s ideas of structure of product category as well
as specific abs tract mental constructs, structured around the gradient from typical to the atypical.
Later, th e paper co nverts sem antic sp ace in to a go al d irected generative too l th at p rompts
structured combinations as poten tial feat ure bu ndles. It is desi gned to encourage a lternatives in
form explorations that are not only innovative but also semantically consistent. Semantic space can
also be seen as a rational and user-centric substitute for the familiar image-boards.
Keywords: Semantic space, Form innovation, Image boards, Perceptions, Generative methods

1. Focus on Meaning and Manmade objects
It is a n ormal practice to mix issu es lik e product fun ction, aesth etics, technology and cu lture in discourses on
form. Isolated discourses on fo rm have always been seen as suspects. The paper takes a vi ew, that for deeper
analytical understanding to emerge, it is necessary to see issues as independent from each other. Consistent with
this thinking, the paper consciously uses phrases like ‘form-making’ and ‘designing an image’ of an object. It is
argued that these should be treated as a special class of design problems and an intellectual exercise that involves
a mix of rigorous analysis and creative problem solving. It also explores the synergic partnership between form
innovations and conscious expression of meaning, and is another perspective in product semantics.
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1.1 Overview of Literature on Meaning of Objects
Focus on meaning started with the special issue of the IDSA journal Innovation, which coined the term product
semantics to d eclare its ex clusive fo cus and cap ture its id entity. [1 ] It listed th e g oals o f produ ct seman tics as
demystifying co mplex tech nologies, improving user product interactions an d u sing op portunities of enhancing
for self- expressions thr ough products. [2] K ey au thors alm ost u nanimously ackn owledged the cr isis of
Functionalism as a resul t of post-modern revolt, which pointed out how designers have missed out on t he rich
range of qualities design can express. These authors suggested replacing the rational, analytical orientation of the
old with the new fun ctionalism based on expressive qualities. [3, 4 ] Alternative to this approach emerged with
efforts to st udy app lications o f categ orization th eories b y Wittgenstein and Eleano r R osch t o see o bject
categories as mental constructs. [5, 6] This work showed the usefulness of concepts like typical as core as well as
graded m embership and fuzzy boundarie

s of categori es to locate fo

rm innovation. It fu rther explo red

applications of Rosch’s ideas of object taxonomy to form related issues.
All the t heories treated form decisi ons a s st ructuring of m essages a nd s howed a number o f fresh i nsights.
Designers were lo oking forward to the new ideas, but after the initial euphoria this literature had only a li mited
impact on the design c ommunity. Recent effort to reclaim the lo st ground trie d to broaden the scope of thi s
discipline. For instance, De Souza draws on co ncepts from sem iotics t o acco unt for HC I decisions. [ 7]
Krippendorff in his new book aligned his ideas with Gibson’s Theory of Affordances, which sees the observer as
an active participant in a recip rocal relationship with the features of the environment. [8] While this is a valid
theoretical position, Krippendorff’s discussion underplays the reciprocal character of the process i.e. the need to
build affordances in products to make them self-evident, self-instructive and intuitive.

1.2 Missing link
Product semantics literature is recognized as a su bstantial addition to design thinking, but in spite of its creative
potential d esigners rem ained more co mfortable with in tuitively tak en decisio ns and relied o n its leg acy fro m
disciplines like art. Fo rm making has a d irect bearing on user pe rception and user experience, yet non e of this
was ha ndled as user-centric approach. Prod uct sem antics th eories were c onceptually user ori ented and were
compatible with user-centric design thinking that came out of design methods movement of the 60s. Yet, none of
these methods nor the work in product semantics explored involving users in form decision. Opportunity to use
product semantics framework for user cen tric development of form remained unexplored. The initial excitement
tapered off and the product se mantics movement survived more as an academ ic subject. It did not infl uence the
approach of design schools or of design practice. Product semantics that was t o become a new wa ve in design
remained a dream.
The paper is based on convictions that: 1) Form making is also an intellectual exercise and we are just beginning
to understand its logic, 2) The appropriation of license to willfully change the world of objects should flow from
such logic. Product semantics can potentially externalize part of this logic making it transparent to others on the
team and 3) Creative efforts need not be based on intuition alone, but could exploit generative methods to bring
the designer close to Eureka moments, than wait for them endlessly.
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1.3 Transition from Semantics Theories to Methods
Efforts to convert product semantics framework into not very rigid and yet sequential methods integrated with
the design process was started by the a uthor some years ag o. This paper reports analytical as well as gene rative
methods an d t ools de veloped s o far an d a lso hints at future pl ans. As a p roposal, i t i s n ot new. S ome of t he
authors who had pioneered the movement in i ts infancy had hinted that product semantics could be t reated as a
creative tool waiting for the developm ent of gene rally applicable researc h methods. [2] T his paper hopes to fill
this gap by suggesting methods and tools based on t his author’s earlier work in use of categorization theory to
deal with produ ct sem antics. Th is th eory has in tuitive app eal to th e d esign co mmunity an d its ex ploration in
project assi gnments has be en t ried i n m any desi gn sc hools. It app ears em inently sui table f or developing
analytical and generative tools.
Though product semantics is used as a framework in development of the methods, creativity remains the focus.
Structured m ethods a nd t ools are of fered t o n urture a nd enco urage i nnovation, di versity and o ut-of-the-box
thinking in fo rm making and yet th ey en sure th at th e in tended m eaning is co mmunicated. Th ese m ethods are
seamlessly integrated with the design process and fit into the designerly ways of thinking. So, it follows that this
paper is structured along the typical steps in the design process.

2. From Product Brief to probing User Perceptions
Most projects depend on data collection and analysis for initial understanding. It involves defining user persona,
his needs, aspirations, buying habits as wel l as st udying other typical products that they buy. It rarely includes
probing user perceptions of the s pecific product categ ory, which is often gu ided as well as li mited b y wh at is
available as competing products, their advertisements and the discourses they generate. How do we find out the
way users structure a specific product category in their mind and get access to the associated visual expressions?
The paper explains the ideas using studio based examples of student design projects used to explore the methods.
One of t he projects, desi gn of ci garette l ighter i s u sed as a pri nciple exa mple. It was defined as follows. A n
Indian m anufacturer wants to create a new design of

a lig hter an d ex port it to th e western m arkets. His

preliminary observations indicate that the female segment is looking for lighter that is trendy and shows it roo ts
in the country of its origin.

2.1 The Idea of Semantic Space
The concept of sem antic space as well as the m ethods and tools proposed use cate gorization theory as a basis.
However, limited space avail able here does not perm it a more detailed discussion on t he categorization the ory
nor is that the foc us. The rea ders may want to access litera ture which discusses in detail different facets of the
theory and its relevance to design of concrete objects. [5, 6] It is only briefly touched when relevant.
Semantic space as a concept has been discussed in design literature. [5, 9, 10] It is now developed into a version
that is more comprehensive and used as a strategic application. It is based on recasting the idea of familiar image
boards to ensure acceptability. Image boards have a direct relationship with form and communication issues, but
are us ually based on intuitive selection of images. The aim is to build semantic space invol ving us ers and to
defuse the designer’s perception of the product category and the images associated with it to create a context to
explore new form possibilities. Sem antic s pace can lea d to ge nerating visual insi ghts from within as well as
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outside the product category. Later it is used as a generat ive tool to encourage and prompt explorations in form.
Semantic space itself consists of two subordinate spaces.
1.

Product category space , built on Wittgenstein’s ideas of human categorization as m ental constructs, its
graded me mbership, co mplemented by E leanor Ro sch’s ideas of object taxonom y and c haracteristic
features +

2.

Product expressions space, built on Eleanor Rosch’s ideas of role of p erceptual and functional feature
bundles in identification as well as her discussions on the principles of categorization.

3. Construction of Product Category Space
The construction of the category space is based on Wittgenstein’s ideas of the way human intuitively structure
the categories . What m akes categoriza tion theory relev ant to design is it s eleg ant exp lanation of how humans
comfortably deal with the existing variety in objects and the ones yet to come into existence. It is a h uman fit to
admit these non-identical objects into a single category and refer to it by a linguistic label. This paper touches his
ideas bri efly and t hen ex plores t he n uances of co nstructing t he product cat egory spa ce. Depa rting fr om the
Aristotelian idea of categories, Wittgenstein suggested that human categorization is structured around a core or a
central member, which is used as a cog nitive reference to compare all potential members. [11] Thus the internal
structure of the categories is not a hom ogeneous class, but reflects repres entative-ness rating of m embers, with
not-so-typical examples positioned away from the core. So, less the member shares with the core, the farther it is
from it. The me mbers further down a re close to the

boundary and are often the avant-garde al ternatives.

Interestingly, categories do not ha ve well defined boundaries; they are fuzzy and s hiftable to accommodate new
and yet unseen members.
Core re flects the essenc e of the category and is also the most typical ( or a pr oper) e xample accepted by the
culture to represent the categ ory. Internal struct ure of the category is an asymmetric map and s hows how the
mind visualizes the discreet world of objects (products) as a graded mental construct. If the user built category
structure i s ac cessed, i t has ext ensive i mplications on design i nnovations. How do w e ap ply i t i n de sign
projects?

3.1 Capturing User’s Perceptions of Product category Structure
The i dea i s o perationalized by gi ving us ers eq ual si ze photographs of com peting products f rom a pr oduct
category and asked to give direct typicality rating or altern atively classify th em into groups based on linguistic
hedges. [5, 10] (The lighter project suffers from the access lim itations to the western users during the short
project ti me. So , t he western ized urban In dian users were used as a sub stitute.) When data was co mpiled for
cumulative rank , both m ethods rev eal the way u sers co llectively percei ve the c ore member (ofte n t he typical
example) as well as h ow they position the products on the gradient and on the border sequenced as a map. Web
tool anal ysed t he dat a a nd gave t he values which are m apped as distances fr om t he core as see n i n fi gure 1 .
Notice t he values between t he m ost typi cal (. 1) an d t he next (1.4). What use d to be a typical insta nce a fe w
decades ago appears to have shifted to number two positions now. The case study is used to explain the method.
The m ethod is user centric a nd reflects se nsitivity to th eir age , ge nder and c ulture. P roduct im ages visually
define t he l ighter-ness o f a ci garette-lighter an d thu s help in ch aracterizing th e core an d th e gradient. The
asymmetric structure gives access to th e visual features that are strongly associated w ith the core and with
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different l ocations o n t he g radient. [1 0] I n a way , i t defi nes t he su bculture’s sha red u nderstanding of t he
category. By locating the

fuzzy bo undary and t he products bey ond t his, t he c ulture indicates t he l evel o f

tolerance for that category.

Figure 1: Product category space. The method revealed the way users perceives the core member (often the
typical example) as well as the competing members on the gradient for category cigarette lighter.

3.2 Search for new Product Position
The category space shows the innovation receptiveness of the user group and offers opportunities to explore new
positions on the gradient. Its asymm etric structure can be potentially used as an opportunity space for strategic
design and business decisions. [10] The decisions required are: Where should you position your new innovation?
Can the company support that level of innovative differentiation?
Designing a form can b e seen as creating a lo gical position on th e gradien t. Position determines who you are
competing with as well as the degree by which you wa nt to visually express differentiation and thus create your
exclusive identity with respect to the products in the proximity. However, the complete product images used so
far do reflect the current perceptions of the product category, but have limitations.

4. Overcoming the Limitations: Use of Semantic Clues
The co mplete i mages o f products reflect th e influ ences of th e prevailing pro duct con ventions and assu med
mental boundaries which are not easy to break. Their completeness could in fact block exploration of new visual
potential. This limitation is cou ntered by systematically searching for fragments of potential semantic clues that
users are willing to associate with the product category space.
The idea of visual clues as se mantic devices is n ot new and is referred to in literature on product semantics as
well as in co gnitive p sychology. In pro duct se mantics li terature, McCo y refers t o the m, wh en he says, ‘in a
world f ull of black bo xes, we need vi sual cl ues t o t heir m eaning.’ [3] Fr iedlaender s uggests that respons es to
such sem antic d evices are i nitially intellectual an d later e motional. [4] In cog nitive p sychology, Smith et a l
showed how c haracteristic features and not the defini ng features help humans identify objects. [12] Similarly,
Eleanor R osch, fo cusing on predictability in th e real world, showed ho w id entification is aid ed by u nique
bundles of c orrelated perc eptual and functional feat ures. [1 3,14] Th is li terature su ggests th at select bundle o f
visual clues appear to almost metonymically represent the object and is often adequate to recognize it. In a visual
encounter with the product, perceptual fe atures are visual clues a nd act as sem antic devices c ritical for
identification an d respon se. [10 ] The fact that the id entification of pr oduct categ ory is o ften based on sim ple
visual clues (characteristic visual features) can be used effectively to search for more opportunities. The focus
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shifted to identifying potential visual clues that users are likely to associate with the category. Ea rlier methods
had to be modified for these explorations.

4.1 Cropped image method
The methods continue to probe user perceptions, however the product images are cropped into smaller units such
that only one or two visual clues are vi sible and t he identification of the object that they belong to is not easily
revealed. C ropping, an d the resu ltant de-contextualization, ensures t hat th e catego ry i dentity is carefu lly
concealed. (Se e figure 2 later) Thus t he focus is on ca pturing isolated visual e xpressions of abstract mental
constructs that are often difficult to capture through a single example. The meaning and the power of the visual
clues as sem antic devices becomes appare nt when t he c ontext is erase d and when they are pre sented as decontextualized ele ments for focused attention. By ch anging th e qu estions asked, cropped im ages are shown to
users in different ways as will be explained in sections 4.2 and 5 that follow.

4.2 Visual clues: What could exist in the Extended Category Space
How does one f ind ou t ho w users asso ciate visual clues with the product category? Can we e xtend the search
beyond the product category? Photographs of product form largely from within the category taxonomy [13] are
cropped in to smaller u nits. In th e taxon omy, ig nition device is a m ore inclusive sup er-ordinate categ ory for
lighters and includes a large number of other products such as gas lighters, match boxes, spark plugs etc. Images
from such devices were collected, cropped and shown to users and they were asked to guess the object category
or t he su per-ordinate cat egory. C umulative score o f t he correct gue sses is co mputed for eac h im age. All the
images are groupe d now into three classes base d on the user data. The result is a map of potential visual clues
that are likely to be associat ed with the core as well as wi th the gradient. (See figure 2) It shows how u sers are
willing to p ermit the entry of v isual clues like metal parts, rings around the nozzles and grills into this product
category. It is interesting to note that the map includes images which do not belong to the category lighter but to
its supe r-ordinate. The fact t hat users ass ociate these vi sual clues with the cate gory suggests that t hey are the
potential resource for form innovation.

Figure 2: Cumulative score of the correct guesses was computed for each image. This allowed grouping into
three classes; Surely (closer to the typical), Maybe (not-so-typical) and Does not belong (beyond the boundary).
Product category space has two layers stac ked one abov e the othe r and arra nged line arly. The bottom la yer
contains g radient wi th com plete im ages of pr oducts. T he t op l ayer co ntains gra dient of visual cl ues from t he
product taxonomy that are p otentially associated with th e product category, shown in figure 3 l ater. In both the
layers typical cases will be on the left side and not-so-typical and atypical towards right. The new gradient offers
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opportunity to search fo r clu es th at are se mantically consistent with the product cat egory and t hus, can be
potentially useful.

5. Going beyond: Construction of Product Expressions Space
What other user perceptions do we need to capture complete understanding of semantic space? If we go back and
de-construct the b rief, it h ints at sev eral exp ressions and identities b esides referen ces to th e category. In th e
lighter case study two expressions emerge from the brief: 1) Feminine-ness and 2) Indian-ness. In other projects
the list included references to linguistic expressions like youthfulness, contemporary-ness, rustic-ness etc. How
does one get clues to the user’s interpretation of these words?

5.1 From Linguistic to Visual Expressions
In exploiting linguistic expression towards explorations in form, Lannoch focused on semantic transfer. [9] He
suggested t hat si nce ver bal l anguage p rovides t he m ost di fferentiated an d com prehensive ex pression of
meanings, semantic characteristics captu red in wo rds should i ncreasingly d efine fo rm. His sem antic tran sfer
process starts with exploration of words that describe the nature of objects, their orientations and actions. The
complex verbal imagery is th en transferred into spatial (visual) re presentations without accoun ting for their use
or function.
The idea is to understand users’ associations of c ropped visual clues wit h various words (adjectives) which are
treated as scales. This helps locate the visual sources for various expressions, independent of the objects to which
they belong. Cropped images of user’s objects reflecting these expressions by varying degrees are rated by users
on a 1-5 scal e. C umulative r esults p rovide t he degree by which a particular im age is di stant from t he c ore
expression. However, in the lighter case-study a di fferent method was e xplored. Users (women) were given the
images, asked to identify the objects and also describe them. The descriptions were analyzed based on the nouns
and a djectives (l ike gi rly, fl owery, gl ossy, st ylish et c.) s o as to estab lish th e d egree by wh ich th ey refer to
feminine products (See results in product expression space in figure 3). Based on this data, additional associated
images were collected.
Using words from the brief t hat need visual interpretation, product expressions space is constructed as a graded
map of visual clues, vertically stacked. The to p-most r ow show s a cluster of obj ect-images ( non-sequenced)
reflecting Indian-ness. They could have been sequenced had the users been accessible.

6. Consolidating into Semantic Space
Semantic space can also

be seen as a kind of im age board. Howeve r, in constructing this s pace t here is a

rationale th at dictates th e form an d po sition of th e visuals. It is con structed syste matically an d in crementally
during the analytical phase of th e design process thus running parallel to normal actions in data collection and
analysis. It reflects the pe rceptions of users re garding product category struct ure a s well as s pecific abstract
mental const ructs. Sem antic space is structured al ong t he typical and the atypical. It defuses the stereotypical
perceptions that designers may carry considering themselves as users.
Semantic space com bines the two s ubordinate spaces: 1) product category s pace a nd 2) product e xpressions
space. In the first space, the bottom row c ontains a gra ded map with full images of pr oduct from that category.
The row/s above contain similar map/s, but of visual clues from the taxonomy that can be p otentially associated
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with this category (See figure 3). Above this space is the product expressions space, which contains graded maps
of de-contextualized visual c lues in multiple linear stacks, each re presenting a pa rticular linguistic expressi on.
Except t he b ottom row of t he pr oduct category space , the im age fragments ar e no t necessarily sp ecific to th e
product category (In this cas e lighter). The semantic space now roughly resem bles an im age board, but shows
collective perceptions, capturing the movement from typical to atypical visual clues. Where it departs completely
from t he im age b oard i s i ts pot ential use a s a generative t ool based on st ructured c ombinations t o encourage
innovative form explorations.

Figure 3: Demonstrates generative use of semantic space. It provides structure to the selection of clues
depending on the goals and strategic decisions. Position Y shows how different options are possible in spite of
the location on the category space being constant.

6.1 Using Semantic Space as a Generative Tool
How is the semantic space used generatively? The generative possibilities of the semantic space are based on the
large canvas it offers from which the visual clues can be borrowed, thus automatically controlling the meaning. It
is almost like throwing in bundles of right words and relying on the designer to provide the grammar to construct
new sentences. The space allows e ndless possibilities of putting different visual clue bundles together, either by
consciously shifting attention and focus or by an algorithm . The sem antic space prompts e xplorations in both
logical as well as sometimes irrational bundles of visual clues.
Structured sel ection p rocess at tempts t o off er a rat ionale t o t he ex ploratory pl ay. While bom barding of visual
clues from differe nt stacks of the sem antic space thro ws up new possi bilities, the bottom row in the product
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category space keeps reminding the designer of: 1) the strategic goals and the location that were proposed earlier
and 2) at the level of form, the visual competition from which the proposed design needs to be differentiated.

6.2 Innovation Based on Structured Selection
The system of selecting the visual clues for explorations is completely goal dependent and is a kind of balancing
act. Most designers often push their clients away from the core to get maximum freedom to explore though this
may not always be strategically right. There are many location options possible in the bottom row of the product
category space and the m ethod shows how one ca n innovate irrespective of the locati on on the gradient. If the
desire is to be close to the typical, larger numbers of clues should be selected from regions close to the core so as
to generate new concepts in form. See combination X-X1 in figure 3 leading to the new design in figure 4).

Figure 4: The lighter example borrowed from the lipstick the idea of the rotating base for the dual purpose of
not only pushing up the lighter mechanism, but also igniting it. The visual expression of the rotating ring
borrowed from the colorful bangles commonly associated with women in India.
Even from this single position, different bundling of clues ensures variety and i nnovation. In the middle of t he
bottom row, there are greater op portunities of balancing by borrowing from both the left sid e and right side of
the stacks (Combinations Y-Y1 a nd Y-Y2 in figure 3). Se mantic space perm its de-linking of innova tion from
location, thu s showing how one can be creativ e at an y lo cation. Options of bundling alter th e fo cus o f th e
message a bit, but retain the location on the gradient.

6.3 Designer’s Creativity Matters
The focus is on th e pro cess th at creates conditions for th e designer to tak e a creativ e leap , bu t do es not
automatically ensure creative resu lts. It is u p to th e designer to find relatio nships, co nnect wh at ap pears
unconnected and hold them long enough to transform them into innovative forms. It is b ack to visual grammar
and the traditional process of sketch-based explorations to help the designer integrate the bombarded clues into a
coherent message.
Generative use of sem antic space does demand a di fferent attitude where the designer is expec ted to be
comfortable with exploratory combinations not necessarily based on logic. It is assumed that there are neither
wrong, irrelevant com binations nor is the re a need to demand reasons for accepting the m. Typically, even such
combinations t end t o make sen se a little lat er wh en one sees th em in d ifferent co ntext. It is also important to
ensure th at the j udgment b e su spended in th e g enerative p hase. In the u ltimate an alysis, it is cri tical to b e
effective than right. [15]
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To su m u p, while remaining roo ted in product semantics th eory, th is paper focuses on op erational and formal
methods that are user centric, accounting for strategic thinking and yet promoting innovations in product form. It
was suc cessfully t ried-out on several st udent pr ojects as a gene rative t ool. T he designer-friendly w eb-based
interactive analytical as well as generative tool is still a ‘work in progress’.
The a uthor would l ike t o ack nowledge help fr om col leagues Prasa d a nd Neelakantan a nd al so from st udents
Vinish, Vallabh, Santosh and Mandar for providing the case study of lighter.
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